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• Introduction to VOSviewer

• Application

• Lessons learned

My research into 
bibliometric visualization 
and the development of 
VOSviewer is joint work 

with CWTS colleague 
Nees Jan van Eck
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Bibliometric networks
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Software tools for bibliometric network analysis

• General network analysis tools:
– Gephi (http://gephi.org)

– Pajek (http://pajek.imfm.si)

• Bibliometric network analysis tools:
– BibExcel (http://www8.umu.se/inforsk/Bibexcel/)

– CiteSpace (http://cluster.cis.drexel.edu/~cchen/citespace/)

– Science of Science (Sci2) Tool (https://sci2.cns.iu.edu)

– VOSviewer (www.vosviewer.com)

• Tools for analyzing citation networks:
– HistCite (www.histcite.com)

– CitNetExplorer (www.citnetexplorer.nl)
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VOSviewer
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VOSviewer

• Visualization of (bibliometric) networks

• Construction of bibliometric networks based 
on popular data sources (e.g., Web of 
Science, Scopus, PubMed, and Crossref)

• Advanced visualization features:
– VOS layout technique

– Smart labeling algorithm

– Overlay visualization

– Density visualization (‘heat map’)

• Text mining functionality

• Easy to use, but limited possibilities for
in-depth analysis 6

VOSviewer version 1.6.6
can be freely downloaded from

www.vosviewer.com

http://www.vosviewer.com/


VOSviewer users

• Researchers

• Research institutions

• Research funders

• Scientific publishers
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Demonstration
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Application
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Micro-level scientific fields
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Activity of Indiana University Bloomington
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Activity of Leiden University
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Scientometrics / science of science
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Activity of Indiana University Bloomington and 
Leiden University
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Lessons learned



Acknowledge different use cases of visualizations
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We tend to think about visualizations as a useful tool for 
getting an understanding of large data sets, but 
visualizations also serve other purposes



Adjust visualizations to mode of presentation
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Co-authorship network (static visualization) Co-authorship network (interactive visualization)



Balance technical sophistication against 
methodological transparency
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University co-authorship network based on full counting University co-authorship network based on fractional counting

Source: Perianes-Rodriguez, Waltman, & Van Eck (2016)



Test sensitivity of visualizations to methodological 
choices; handle these choices pragmatically
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Co-authorship network (24 clusters) Co-authorship network (10 clusters)



Be aware that visualizations give a simplified 
representation of your data
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Co-citation network of scientific journals Zooming in on Scientometrics and its environment



Combine visualizations with other evidence
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Challenges for bibliometric visualization

• How to better link interactive visualizations to the underlying 
bibliometric data?

• How to better handle large bibliometric data sets?

• How to improve visualization literacy in bibliometrics?



Do it yourself!
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www.vosviewer.com

• Freely available VOSviewer software
• Examples of VOSviewer visualizations
• Documentation and tutorials
• Questions and answers
• List of publications in which 

VOSviewer is used

http://www.vosviewer.com/


Further reading
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Thank you for your attention!
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